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Abstract

Background: With the development of the society, assessment of the qual-

ity in health care becomes important. The Swedish National Board of Health

and Welfare and the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions

make a series of yearly reports, Regional comparisons. The league plot and

traffic light approach have been used to present a number of indicators for as-

sessing the quality in health care of the hospitals.

Results: For discussing the statistical uncertainty of the rankings and the

weakness of the traffic light methods, we use the Monte Carlo procedure to sim-

ulate the possible results and describe them. We also get the expected change

in the ranking in order to demonstrate the meaningless of the ranking pro-

cedure. Moreover, we suggest to use the chi-square test as a new criterion in-

stead of the ’one third’ criterion in the traffic light approach used in the reports.

Additionally, we modify the chi-square statistics to handle the over-dispersion

phenomenon.

Conclusions: The new criterion can be a choice to detect the less well

functioning hospital we are interested in when the public want to compare the

quality in health care of hospitals in terms of indicators.

∗Statistics department, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the modern society, assessment of the quality in health care becomes increas-

ingly important. A series of yearly reports entitled Regional Comparisons, which is

based on available national healthcare statistics, presents indicator-based compar-

isons of healthcare quality and efficiency among the various regions and counties of

Sweden since 2006. The Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare (NBHW)

and the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions (SALAR) are jointly

responsible for the project.

Statisticians have proposed various methods for the quantitative comparisons be-

tween hospitals via indicators such as surgical mortality rate, re-operation rate

etc. In the report Regional comparisons 2010 [REGIONAL COMPARISONS, (2010)],

league plots have been used to present the quality in healthcare for all the Swedish

hospitals, where they are ranked according to an indicator. Confidence intervals are

also given. The standard traffic light approach – it is sometimes used in risk man-

agement – has also been used to classify the counties’ quality in health care accord-

ing to an indicator so that ’green’ counties are supposed to have good performance

and the counties in yellow are acceptable, but the counties in red have weak perfor-

mance which hopefully could be improved.[See Appendix A] Here we will study the

problem whether these rankings based on the crude rate are adequate and whether

this categorizing method is reasonable. We investigate the properties of the traffic

light approach on the basis of data of Swedish hospitals. Due to the lack of the data

of counties, we use the hospital data instead.

To test the validity of the rankings and modify the indicators, numerous experts

have done lots of research. There are two main problems concerned with the va-

lidity of the ranking of the hospitals. One is related to the case mix and another is

statistical uncertainty.
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For the problem of case mix, epidemiologists have suggested a number of tech-

niques. Since the patients’ characteristics and hospitals’ experiences have an im-

pact on the quality of the health care, logistic regression analysis has been used

to compare the death rates or probability of success in surgery between hospitals.

M.Z. Ansari [ANSARI M. Z. et al., (1999)] has compared the prostatectomy mor-

tality rates between hospitals in terms of adjusted odds ratios, which are obtained

from the logistic regression by considering the patients characteristics– patients

age, disease status, length of day and etc. Vivian [VIVIAN H. and MARTIN J. H.,

(2003)] have used logistic regression analysis to get the odds ratio for exploring the

effect of hospital volume and experience of in-hospital mortality for pancreaticoduo-

denectomy. In this paper, we can not take this problem into account since we do not

have the information about patients’ characteristics.

For the problem of statistical uncertainty, it is obvious that from a statistical per-

spective the ranks have sampling errors in the same way as any other measured

quantity, for example, based on the limited number of the surgery given in each

hospital. [GOLDSTEIN H. and SPIEGELHALTER D. J., (1996)] New methods us-

ing Bayesian sampling technology have been proposed. For instance, retrospective

analysis has been used to obtain the adjusted indicator by using simulation meth-

ods for getting intervals for ranks. [MARSHALL E.C. and SPIEGELHALTER D. J.,

(1998)] The measure evaluating the change due to the random variation in the

ranking has been recommended using a bootstrap approach. [ANDERSSON J. et al.

(1998)] Also, funnel plots are recommended as a graphical aid for institutional com-

parisons by David J. Spiegelhalter, where an estimate of an underlying quantity is

plotted against an interpretable measure of its precision. [SPIEGELHALTER D. J.,

(2005a)] Considering the standard traffic light method used in the Regional com-

parisons 2010 [REGIONAL COMPARISONS, (2010)], the units in each group can be

influenced by the two sharp lines separating red-yellow and yellow-green, even by

very small changes of the indicator. From another perspective, imaging that all hos-
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pitals have improved their quality from one year to another year in health care, the

units in each group still remain unchanged, the red units in warning situation are

equally many in red group although they have improved their quality in the second

year because the constant percentage separating the categories.

In this paper, we focus on the second problem of statistical uncertainty, ignoring

the problem connected with case mix. We discuss the pros and cons of the presen-

tation methods used in the Regional Comparisons 2010, including the league plot

and the standard traffic light method. For discussing the validity of the ranking,

we also use the retrospective analysis to simulate the possible results and obtain

the expected change in the ranking. The weakness of the ranking approach has

been shown in this paper. Nevertheless, there could be differences of the quality in

health care among hospitals. Thus, we use chi-square to test whether there is dif-

ference among the hospitals in terms of a special indicator such as hip re-operation

rate. Then we suggest a new threshold by using chi-square test to separate the

categories in the traffic light approach.

2. BASIC METHODS

2.1. Data

To explore the evaluation and representation of the indicators for assessing the

quality in healthcare, we take one practical indicator, the hip re-operation rate, as

an example in this paper. This indicator comes from the Regional Comparisons

2010 [REGIONAL COMPARISONS, (2010)] and the details about the data can be

found in Swedish Hip Arthroplasty Register Annual Report 2010 [GÖRAN G.,et al.,

(2010)]. This indicator is the percentage of re-operation within two years after the

initial total hip arthroplasty of 79 hospitals in Sweden. The denominator is the

number of re-operations within 2 years after hip arthroplasty and the nominator
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is all operations of hip arthroplasty which have been registered in the Swedish

register system 2005-2008 for all hospitals in Sweden.[REGIONAL COMPARISONS,

(2010)]

2.2. Simulation for Ranking

We do the simulations for ranking by using Monte Carlo procedure simulation. Sup-

pose the re-operation rate for hip arthroplasty in each hospital can be represented

by a binomial distribution. For each hospital a random re-operation rate can be

drawn from that re-operation’s distribution – for example, the hospital Falun with

the 1197 operations of the hip arthroplasty and 23 re-operations within two years is

supposed to be Binomial distribution B(1197, 0.019215). In each iteration, 79 ran-

dom re-operation rates can be obtained for 79 hospitals, respectively. The 79 draws

can then be ranked, which means that the 79 hospitals can be ranked as shown in

the table 1. Then, we repeat the iteration 10,000 times. For each hospital we then

have 10,000 simulated ranks as shown in the table 1. (Table 1)

Table 1: Sample of simulated results. The left is the re-operation rate and the right

is the corresponding ranking.

Simulated re-operation rate Simulated ranking

Iteration Hospital 1 Hospital 2 . . . Hospital 79 Hospital 1 Hospital 2 . . . Hospital 79

1 0.0181 0.0200 . . . 0.0160 37 51 . . . 1

2 0.0201 0.0196 . . . 0.0070 55 39 . . . 3

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10000 0.0179 0.0200 . . . 0.0100 38 50 . . . 10
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2.3. The traffic light approach

The traffic light approach (TL) is a kind of graphical approach to present the results

to the clients in the risk management. The value of the indicator is represented by

a single traffic light – red, yellow or green. The traffic light approach is an elegant

way of presenting the indicator in a graphical and easily understood form. The red

group is the bottom group in the rankings of this indicator, which indicates that

these hospitals could possibly improve their quality. Similarly, the group in yellow

is the middle group and the group in green is the top group. The ’One third’ crite-

rion is used to choose the cut-off points in the Regional Comparisons 2010. In other

words, 33rd percentile of the rankings for hospitals = green - yellow boundary line;

66th percentile of the rankings for hospitals = yellow - red boundary line.

We also take the hip re-operation rate as an example, X-axis is the ranking of 79

hospitals and the Y-axis is the crude re-operation rate. The yellowgreen line is used

to cut off at the 26th ranking and the orange line cuts off at the 53th ranking.(Figure

1)

2.4. New criterion for traffic light approach

In the traffic light approach mentioned above, the number of units in each cate-

gory accounts for one third. Instead, we intend to use the chi-square (χ2) test to

check whether there is a significant difference between proportions. In this case,

we suppose the number of the events f i as a binomial distribution

f i ∼ B(mi, p)

where, p is target value, mi is the number of the ith unit. Then the chi-square

statistic is displayed as follows.

χ2
i =

( f i −mi p)2

mi p
+ (mi − f i −mi(1− p))2

mi(1− p)
=

(
f i −mi p√
mi p(1− p)

)2

(1)
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Figure 1: The rankings of the hospitals are represented by traffic light method using ’one

third’ criterion.

When we test whether there is a significant difference between the ith unit and

target value, the null hypothesis H0 is that there is no difference in the proportions

between ith unit and target value, E( f i) = mi p. The alternative hypothesis H1 is

that there is a difference between the ith unit and the target value. The statistic

χ2
i is distributed as chi-square with 1 degree of freedom under the null hypothesis.

We suggest to categorize the units based on the significance and the unit’s sign in

terms of one indicator, presenting the criterion as follows.

Green: ith unit’s value < Target value, and P-value of ith unit in chi-square test

is small enough such as P-value <α.

Red: ith unit’s value > Target value, and P-value of ith unit in chi-square test

is small enough such as P-value <α.

Yellow: Units with no statistically significant difference.

Hint: where, we suppose that the smaller the unit’s value is, the better the unit is.

α is supposed to be 0.05 in our paper, even if this is not an obvious choice.
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3. CRITICISMS

3.1. Weakness of the standard traffic light approach

As can be seen from the figure 1, the re-operation rates around the cut-off lines

do not make much difference by the standard traffic light approach. Taking the

random variation on the re-operation rate into account, we choose the hospitals

whose ranking is between the 23rd ranking and the 30th ranking as well as whose

ranking is between the 50th ranking and the 57th ranking to do the simulation.

The process is as follows.

Step 1: We obtain the distribution of ranking for the hospitals by using the

simulation methods mentioned in the previous section.

Step 2: We count the frequency of green group (rank < 27), yellow group (27 ≤
rank < 54) and red group (rank ≥ 54).

Step 3: The distribution of the traffic light group are presented in the Table 2.

From Table 2, it can be seen that the traditional ’one third’ criterion for traffic light

approach is easily affected so that the small random variation can lead to changes

in classification. The hospitals, Bollnäs(Ranking 22), Piteå(Ranking 23), Move-

ment(Ranking 24), Umeå(Ranking 25) and Värnamo(Ranking 26), in the green

group are likely to fall into the yellow group. And the hospitals, Sollefteå(Ranking

27), Carlanderska(Ranking 28), Visby(Ranking 29), Trelleborg(Ranking 30) and

Jönköping(Ranking 31), in the yellow group are likely to fall into the green group,

especially for the hospital Sollefteå and Carlanderska the simulated results show

that the percentage of the green group is larger than the percentage of yellow group.

Likewise, for the hospitals, Kalmar(Ranking 49), Falun(Ranking 50), Malmö(Ranking

51), Köping(Ranking 52) and Arvika(Ranking 53), in the yellow group, there are al-

most 40% rankings in the red group. And the hospitals, Ortopediska Huset, Sophi-

ahemme, Norrtälje, Spenshult and Borås in the red group are likely to be in the

yellow group.
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Table 2: The percentage of each traffic light group by ’a third criterion’ in the 10000

times simulations for hospitals around the first cut-off line and second cut-off line.

(Hospital: 22 ≤ Ranking ≤ 31 & Hospitals: 49 ≤ Ranking ≤ 58).

Hospital Rank Green Yellow Red Hospital Rank Green Yellow Red

Bollnäs 22 0.62 0.37 0.00 Kalmar 49 0.15 0.47 0.38

Piteå 23 0.62 0.38 0.00 Falun 50 0.07 0.56 0.38

Movement 24 0.58 0.41 0.01 Malmö 51 0.02 0.59 0.39

Umeå 25 0.57 0.37 0.05 Köping 52 0.10 0.44 0.45

Värnamo 26 0.55 0.42 0.03 Arvika 53 0.14 0.39 0.47

Sollefteå 27 0.54 0.41 0.04 Ortopediska 54 0.05 0.45 0.51

Carlanderska 28 0.50 0.40 0.10 Sophiahemmet 55 0.00 0.43 0.57

Visby 29 0.46 0.47 0.06 Norrtälji 56 0.03 0.43 0.55

Trelleborg 30 0.37 0.63 0.00 Spenshult 57 0.06 0.40 0.54

Jönköping 31 0.40 0.57 0.03 Borås 58 0.05 0.40 0.55

3.2. Interval for ranking

Based on the results of simulation, we can obtain the point estimates and confi-

dence intervals for each hospital from the distribution of the ranking. We choose

the mean of the simulated distribution as the point estimates of the ranking and

the 0.025 quantile and 0.975 quantile of the simulated distribution as the lower

and upper bound of the 95% confidence interval for each hospital. We show the

estimates and its 95% confidence interval for 79 hospitals respectively in Figure 2.

It should be noticed that the hospitals are ordered by the crude re-operation rate

– for example, the first hospital Lidköping with the highest ranking (Ranking 1)

according to the frequency of the re-operation within two years which is the low-

est, just 1 re-operation in 513 patients with hip arthroplasty. It can be seen that

the majority rankings of hospitals correspond to the ranking by the crude rate but

some hospitals’ rankings are changed in the simulated results, when we consider

the sample size. Moreover, the intervals of the ranking are remarkably wide.
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Figure 2: Estimates and the 95% confidence intervals for ranking of 79 hospitals based on

the simulated matrix.
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3.3. Variation in ranking

As we know, lots of measurements have some degree of uncertainty.[Judy A. et al.,

(2007)] Especially, there is more uncertainty when the number of the observations

is not large. It has been shown that the confidence intervals of the ranking for the

re-operation rates are quite wide. Considering the variation caused by the number

of patients, we demonstrate how the rankings vary. A scatter plot is applied to

present the relationship between the number of patients with the arthroplasty and

the range – the difference between the upper and lower bound of 95% confidence

interval – of the ranking for each hospital according to the simulated results by

using the Monte Carlo procedure. As it is shown in the scatter plot, the range of the

ranking is larger when the number of patients with hip arthroplasty are smaller.

In addition, the range of ranking becomes smaller when the number of patients

increases. (Figure 3)

Figure 3: The scatter plot showing variation in ranking as the increasing of the number of

patients with hip operation. The colors of the dots represents the corresponding ’one third’

categories.
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3.4. Variation due to volume of patients

As can be seen from the Figure 3 in the previous section, there is variation in rank-

ings. Some reasons are the number of patients, the value of indicator and the

random variation. In order to explore the effect from the volume of patients, we

do simulation based on the extreme assumption – all hospitals have the same re-

operation rates but different number of patients. We also use the real number of the

patients with hip operation for each hospital but set the re-operation rate equal to

the national average level pi = 0.018. To show the simulated results, we present the

relationship between the number of patients and the length of 95% confidence inter-

val. Meanwhile, we obtain the distribution of the ranking separated by traffic light

approach in the ’one third’ criterion. Then, we show the trend of the percentage for

each traffic light category as the increasing of the hospitals’ number of patients.

From Figure 4, we can see that the length of ranking descends almost linearly,

unlike the half-funnel shape in the Figure 3. It should be noticed here that, in fact,

the differences of the re-operation rates make the range of rankings small, which

means that the variation due to the value of re-operation diminishes the variation

of rankings in terms of the length of the confidence interval.

As shown in the Figure 5, there are lots of rankings for the hospitals with few

patients falling into the red and green but not yellow. The reduction of the red

and green category as the number of patients increase shows that the rankings for

the hospital with few patients are more likely to disperse. However, the rankings

have large probability to fall into the yellow group when the number of patients

increases. It also shows that the lengths of the confidence interval narrow down as

the number of patients increases.
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Figure 4: The scatter plot showing variation by the volume of the patients. X-axis is the

number of patients for 79 hospitals and Y-axis is the length of confidence interval based on

the assumption-same hip re-operation rate.

Figure 5: The trend of the percentage of each traffic light category based on the assumption

-same hip re-operation rate. The red line shows the percentage of the hospitals in red.

Similarly, the yellow and green lines are for the yellow and green hospitals separately. The

point of intersection is the number of the patients of the 40th hospital. (the median)
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3.5. Expected change in ranking

In the previous section, we have illustrated that the uncertainty of the ranking in

terms of the wide range of the confidence intervals. In this section, we will follow

the measure recommended by the Jonas Andersson [ANDERSSON J. et al. (1998)] to

get the expected change in ranking. Let p̂ j be the estimated hip re-operation rate

and n j be the number of observations in hospital j ( j = 1,2, . . . ,79). Then we denote

r j as the rank of the jth hospital. We draw the re-operation rate p(i)
j from the Bi-

nomial distribution p̂ j ∼ B(n j, p j) in the ith (i = 1,2, . . . , N) iteration, then order the

p(i)
j s to get the new rank of r(i)

j for hospital j. The deviation between the original

rank and the new rank can be calculated, d(i)
j =| r j−r(i)

j | for hospital j. We replicate

this iteration N times and obtain the average deviation as follows.

d̄ j =
N∑

i=1

d(i)
j

N

The value of d̄ j indicates the expected change in the ranking for hospital j. Ac-

cording to the simulation by Jonas Andersson, it is found that N = 20 seems to be

sufficient in their case. But in our hip re-operation case, it is not stable enough if we

repeat the iteration 20 times only. Thus, in our case, we set N = 100. When d̄ j = 1,

it means that hospital j might have an average change in their ranking when we

collect the data next two years. Likewise, an overall expected change C in the rank-

ing for all hospitals can be obtained.

C =
79∑
j=1

d̄ j

79

If C = 2, hospitals might change 2 position due to the sampling error. In our hip re-

operation case, C ≈ 9, which indicates that all hospitals might on average change

their order by 9 positions.

We show the d̄ j for 79 hospitals in Sweden in the Figure 6. Figure 6 a) shows

expected change in ranking ordering the hospital from low re-operation rate to high
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re-operation rate. Figure 6 b) gives the relationship of the expected change in rank-

ing and the number of patients. For instance, the hospital Linköping (The red dot

in Figure 6 a).) with original ranking 11 would on average change 13 positions due

to the variation in ranking.

Figure 6: The expected change in the rankings. Figure a) is ordered by the original ranking

and Figure b) is ordered by the number of patients.

4. CHI-SQUARE TEST AS A NEW CRITERION AND ITS

APPLICATION

4.1. Using single chi-square test

From the Figure 1 in section 2.3, it should be noticed that the upward trend of hip

re-operation rate is quite mild except the top and bottom rankings. In this section,

Chi-square test is used to test whether there are statistically significant differences

between the hospitals in terms of hip re-operation. First, we test the difference

between each hospital and a target value (e.g. national re-operation rate in our ex-

ample) using the formula (1) to get χ2
i for each hospital.
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We show the results in the Figure 7, where the X -axis stands for the original rank-

ings for the 79 hospitals starting at the top ranking. The Y -axis of the Figure 7 a)

is the Chi-square value and Y -axis of the Figure 7 b) is the corresponding P-value.

According to the Figure 7 based on the Chi-square test, a few hospitals, precisely

7 green hospitals, one yellow hospital, and 10 red hospitals, show that their Chi-

square value are greater than the critical value with 1 degree of freedom under the

0.05 level of significance. Likewise, lots of P-values of hospitals are greater than

0.05, the dark dotted line in the right subfigure. (Figure 7b)

Figure 7: a) The chi-square value based on the chi-square test of the 79 hospitals. The red,

yellow and green dots respectively stand for the red, yellow and green hospitals due to the

crude hip re-operation rate. The dotted line is the critical value with 1 degree of freedom

under the 0.05 level of significance. b) The corresponding P-value for the chi-square test of

all hospitals.

Therefore, majority of the hip re-operation rates do not show significant differences
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from the national level. It would be misleading if we categorize those hospitals,

which are not significant based on the Chi-square test, to the red group or green

group. In fact, most of the hip re-operation rates of red hospitals, which are sup-

posed to have weak performance, are similar to those of yellow hospitals that are

acceptable. For lots of the green hospitals, which are supposed to have good perfor-

mance, their hip re-operation rates are similar to those of yellow hospitals.

4.2. Backward elimination approach

From another perspective, are there significant differences among the hospitals

when we take all the hospitals into account? In order to explore this problem,

we take all the hospitals together to do the chi-square test. The null hypothe-

sis is that there is no difference in the hip re-operation rate among the hospi-

tals and the alternative hypothesis is that there is at least one hospital having

a difference with the target value. The chi-square statistics can be calculated as

χ2 =∑79
i=1χ

2
i = 272.5> χ2

(0.05)(79)= 100.7. (P-value≈ 0 ) It should be noticed that the

degrees of freedom is 79 rather than 78 because we use the target value instead of

average value of all hospitals. The result shows that there is statistically significant

difference(s) among the hospitals.

But how much dose each hospital contribute to this significance? Exploring this

problem, we take away the hospitals with the highest chi-square value step by step,

then we compare the sum of the chi-square value for the remaining hospitals with

the critical value of chi-square with the degree of freedom – the number of the re-

maining hospitals. Taking the hospital, the original ranking 79, with the highest

value for example, we take this hospital out and calculate the sum of the chi-square

values for remaining 78 hospitals as the chi-square statistics without the 79th hos-

pital,

χ2 =
78∑
i=1

χ2
i = 238.8> χ2

(0.05)(78)= 99.6 P-value≈ 0
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In the next step, we also delete the hospital, ranking 72, with the highest chi-square

value in the remaining 77 hospitals and calculated the chi-square statistics,

χ2 =
71∑
i=1

χ2
i +

78∑
i=73

χ2
i = 221.8> χ2

(0.05)(77)= 98.5 P-value≈ 0

The results are shown in Figure 8. Each dot in the figure represents the sum of

the chi-square value after deleting the hospitals on the left with higher single chi-

square value. The colors of the dots stand for the traffic light group due to the orig-

inal rankings. The blue line shows the corresponding critical value of chi-square

distribution with d degrees of freedom under the 0.05 level of significance. In fact,

the value of d, d = 80−value of the X -aixs. It can be concluded that there is no sig-

nificant difference for the series of hospitals under the blue line. Thus, it is nearly

meaningless to get their ranking of hospitals under the blue line.

Figure 8: Results for the chi-square test after deleting the hospital with the highest single

chi-square value step by step. Dots show the chi-square value after deleting the hospitals

on the left with higher single chi-square value when we do chi-square test for the remaining

hospitals. The red dots stand for the red hospitals due to the original rankings. The blue line

shows the corresponding critical value of chi-square distribution with d degree of freedom

under the 0.05 level of significance. Where, d= 80 - corresponding value of the X-axis. The

marked number is the original ranking of this hospitals.
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We also take out the last 10 hospitals according to the original rankings because

of their high single chi-square value. Then, we also use the chi-square test to test

whether there is difference among hospitals in terms of hip re-operation rate. The

chi-square statistics, χ2 =∑69
i=1χ

2
i = 125.3> χ2

(0.05)(69), indicates that there is statis-

tically significant difference among the remaining hospitals. Afterwards, we step-

wise delete the hospital starting from the top ranking in order to find the threshold

– there is no significant difference. After calculating, we find that there is no sig-

nificant difference after removing the first 13 hospitals. All results of the stepwise

chi-square test excluding the hospitals (70 ≤ranking ≤ 79) are shown in the Figure

9.

Figure 9: Results for the stepwise chi-square test excluding hospitals (70 ≤ ranking ≤ 79).

Dots show the chi-square value after deleting the hospitals with lower rankings when we

do chi-square test for the remaining hospitals. The red dots stand for the red hospitals

due to the original rankings. The blue line also shows the corresponding critical value of

chi-square distribution with d degree of freedom under the 0.05 level of significance. The

X-axis is the ranking of hospital. Where, d= 80 - corresponding value of the X-axis. Note:

the hospital are ordered by the original ranking.
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4.3. Forward addition approach based on dynamic P̄i

In this section, we use chi-square test when there is significant difference among

the series of hospitals using the average re-operation rate of the included hospitals.

We add the hospital one-by-one starting from the low re-operation rate, then we

calculate the mean of those hospitals p̄i. The Chi-square value can be obtained as

follows.

χ2
i =

( f1 −m1 p̄1)2

m1 p̄1(1− p̄1)
+ ( f2 −m2 p̄2)2

m2 p̄2(1− p̄2)
+·· ·+ ( f i −mi p̄i)2

mi p̄i(1− p̄i)
(2)

If χ2
i > χ2

(0.05)(i−1) where i−1 is the degree of freedom, which means that there is

significant difference(s) among these hospitals. According to the results in Figure

10, there is no significant difference among the first 58 hospitals from ranking 1 to

ranking 58.

Figure 10: Results for the forward addition approach. Dots in different color represent the

traffic light group due to the 1/3 criteria. The X-axis is the ranking of the hospital and Y-axis

is the value of Chi-square test. Dots shows the chi-square value after adding i hospitals.

And the blue line is the corresponding chi-square value with the degree of freedom i−1.

The marked 59th dot is the first significant point.
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4.4. Application of the new criterion

Inspired by the previous exploration using the Chi-square test, we suggested a new

criterion to categorize the hospitals based on the significance and the unit’s sign

in terms of one indicator in section 2.4. We also take the hip re-operation as an

example to show the application of this new criterion. In fact, we have shown the

chi-square results in Figure 7. However, we categorize them again using the new

criterion in Figure 11. In the new categories, there are 8 hospitals in the green

group, 10 hospitals in the red group, and 61 hospitals in the yellow group.

Figure 11: New categories for the hospitals. X-axis is the value of the hip re-operation rate

and Y-axis is the P-value of the chi-square test for each hospital. The green dots represent

the hospitals with good performance and red dots stand for the hospitals supposed to have

weak performance. Yellow dots show the hospitals that are acceptable. Note: the dotted

black line is the P-value = 0.05.

Specifically, in the new criterion, the hospitals in green are Lidköping, Växjö, Gäl-

livare, Falköping, Ömsköldsvik, Capio S:t Göran, and Piteå; while the hospitals in

red are Mölndal, Nyköping, Danderyd, Enköping, Västerås, Karlstad, Västervik,
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Sundsvall, Sunderby, and Gävle. The red hospitals could be comparatively weak

hospitals, in fact, which might be interested for the public.

5. DISCUSSIONS

In our hip re-operation case, it seems that the new criterion has a good performance

for categorizing the hospitals. However, imaging that all the hospitals increase their

re-operation rate, does this new criterion work?

To explore this problem, we also use the hip re-operation data but increase the

re-operation rate as p′
i = 10× pi (pi: original re-operation rate). We also use the

formula 1 to calculate the chi-square value and use the new criterion to categorize.

χ2
i =

( f ′i −mi p′)2

mi p′ +
(
mi − f ′i −mi(1− p′)

)2

mi(1− p′)
=

(
f ′i −mi p′√
mi p′(1− p′)

)2

where, the new number of patients who have the re-operation f ′i= f i ×10 and new

target value p′
i = pi ×10.

As can be seen from the Figure 12, lots of the hospitals are significant compar-

ing with the Figure 11. Now there are 39 green hospitals, 16 yellow hospitals, and

24 red hospitals.

When the number of the events increase, majority of the units will become sig-

nificant. In practice, we are more concerned about the red hospitals in order to

improve them. If the number of red hospitals is large, it will be meaningless to the

public. According to the results, it seems that the new criterion in section 2.4 we

suggest is not so appropriate for categorizing.

5.1. Over-dispersion

Returning to our generated data, however, it may have the over-dispersion phe-

nomenon, which means that a number of hospitals lie outside the control limits
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Figure 12: P-value of chi-square test for the new re-operation rate. The black dotted line

is the significant level 0.05 we used.

due to the impact of (unmeasured) covariates. Funnel plots have been proposed

as a graphical aid for institutional comparisons, in which the target(null) distribu-

tion fully expresses the variability of the in-control units. Ignoring ’over-dispersion’

could result in lots of institutions being inappropriately classified as abnormal ones.

[SPIEGELHALTER D. J., (2005a)] Spiegelhalter DJ has recommended some ap-

proaches – for example, avoiding using this kind of indicator, using an interval as a

target, estimating an over-dispersion factor in a generalized linear model, and as-

suming a random effects model – to handle the over-dispersion situation. [SPIEGEL-

HALTER D. J., (2005b)] In this section, we use one of the basic statistical methods,

estimating an over-dispersion factor, to handle the over-dispersion in our generated

data.

Estimating an over-dispersion factor We follow Spiegelhatlter DJ [SPIEGEL-

HALTER D. J., (2005a)] to assume an indicator Y with a target θ0, in which the

target is assumed known and measured without error. ρ i is assumed as a measure-

ment of precision such as sample size for ith institution. The over-dispersion factor
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φ might inflate the null variance Var(Y | θ0,ρ) so that

Var(Y | θ0,ρ,φ)=φVar(Y | θ0,ρ) (3)

When there are I units, φ can be estimated as follows,

φ̂= 1
I

I∑
i=1

z2
i (4)

Where zi is the standardized Pearson residual,

zi = yi −θ0√
Var(Y | θ0,ρ i)

After obtaining the over-dispersion factor, the control limits in funnel plot can be

inflated by a factor
√
φ̂ around θ0. For instance, over-dispersion control limits can

be modified as θ0 ± zp

√
φ̂Var(Y | θ0,ρ i) based on the approximate normal control

limits instead of the control limits in the funnel plot without considering the over-

dispersion, θ0 ± zp
√

Var(Y | θ0,ρ i).

However, Marchall et al. [MARSHALL C. et al., (2004)] have pointed out that the

factor φ̂ will tend to increase if out-of-control units are included in the above es-

timation process, which means the funnel limits will be wider and hence make it

more difficult to detect the special institution we are interested in. Therefore, a

’Winsorised’ estimate φ̂w is given by Spiegelhatlter DJ. [SPIEGELHALTER D. J.,

(2005b)] Here we introduce the ’Winsorised’ estimate proposed by Spiegelhatlter.

Step 1: Ranking hospitals according to their Z-scores.

Step 2: Identifying Zq and Z1−q, the 100q per cent most extreme top and bottom

Z-scores. Where q might be 0.1.

Step 3: Setting the lowest 100q per cent of Z-scores to Zq, and the highest 100q

per cent of Z-scores to Z1−q. Denoting the resulting set of Z-scores Zw.

Step 4: Calculating the estimate φ̂ in formula (4) using Zw so that

φ̂w = 1
I

I∑
i=1

Zw
i (q)2 (5)
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We show the funnel plot and the modified funnel plot based on the 10% Winsorised

estimate φ̂w in the Figure 13.

Figure 13: Funnel plots for generated hip re-operation rates. The top figure a) is the funnel

plot based on the null variance Var(Y | θ0,ρ). And the bottom figure b) is the funnel plot

modified by the over-dispersion factor based on the 10% winsorised estimate. The black

dotted lines represent the target rate such as national re-operation rate. The orange curves

in both figure are the 95% control limits and the red cureves in both figure are the 99.8%

control limits.

As can be seen from the Figure 13, there is a large number of hospitals outside of

the two control limits (95% control limits and 99.8% control limits). Thus we es-

timate the over-dispersion factor using 10% winsorised φ̂w = 27.45 to modify the

control limits. (Figure 13)
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Figure 14: The P-value of chi-square results after modifying the over-dispersion. The

X-axis is the our imaging re-operation rate, pi × 10. The figure a) is the results by the

over-dispersion factor φ̂ and the figure b) is the results by the 10% winsorised estimate φ̂w.

Modifying χ2 results using φ̂ Inspired by the over-dispersion factor in funnel

plot, we suggest to use over-dispersion factor to modify the chi-square statistics

when there is over-dispersion in our data. We denote the modified chi-square statis-

tics as χ2
i,φ̂

.

χ2
i,φ̂ =

 f i −mi p√
φ̂mi p(1− p)


2

(6)

According to the calculations following the formula (4) and (5), the over-dispersion

factor φ̂ = 41.39 and winsorised over-dispersion factor φ̂w = 27.45. The results of

P-value of modified chi-square value are shown in the Figure 14. From the Fig-

ure 14, it can be seen that there are few hospitals significant under the 0.05 sig-

nificance level after handling the over-dispersion phenomenon. When we use the

over-dispersion factor φ̂ to modify, there are no one hospital in the green group,
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and the red hospitals are Danderyd (Ranking 72), Västerås(Ranking 74), Karlstad

(Ranking 75), Sundsvall (Ranking 77), and Gävle (Ranking 79). But when we use

the 10% winsorised to ’pulled-in’ some Z-scores so that the over-dispersion factor

become small, φ̂w = 27.45, there is one green hospital, Falköping (Ranking 4) and

the red hospitals are Su/Mölndal (Ranking 70), Danderyd (Ranking 72), Enköping

(Ranking 73), Västerås(Ranking 74), Karlstad (Ranking 75), Sundsvall (Ranking

77), and Gävle (Ranking 79). The results are more reasonable and practical than

the results without handling the over-dispersion phenomenon in Figure 12.

5.2. Another application of the new criterion

In this section, the new criterion is compared with the ’one third’ criterion of traffic

light method when some of the hospitals have improved their quality in hip opera-

tion in terms of the hip re-operation rate. Imaging that the last 5 hospitals in the

original ranking have reduced their re-operation rate at a half of the original re-

operation rate, p′′
i = 1

2 pi, which group do they fall into? To explore this problem, we

reduce the last 5 hospitals’ re-operation rate to a half of the original rate, then we

use the ’one third’ criterion and our new criterion to categorize them. The results

given in the Table 3.

Table 3: Results for categories of last 5 hospital after improving their quality in

terms of reduction on their hip re-operation rate.

Original results Results after improvement

Hospital pi(%) 1/3 TL New criterion p′′
i (%) 1/3 TL New criterion

Karlstad 3.40 Red Red 1.70 Yellow Yellow

Västervik 3.56 Red Red 1.78 Yellow Yellow

Sundsvall 3.89 Red Red 1.95 Red Yellow

Sunderby 4.37 Red Red 2.19 Red Yellow

Gävle 4.97 Red Red 2.48 Red Red
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As can be seen from the Table 3, the hospitals, Karlstad and Västervik are in the

yellow group via two categorizing criteria. But the hospitals, Sundsvall and Sun-

derby show different results between ’one third’ and new criterion. It is concluded

that the new criterion seems to be more flexible and reasonable.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the report Regional comparisons 2010 gives clear and simple summary

of the 134 indicator based on the league plots. However, there are some drawbacks

in this report. The number of patients have not been considered when they rank

and compare the performance of the hospitals using indicators. Also, Using the ’one

third’ traffic light method to categorize in the results can mislead due to the con-

stant one third percentage.

According to the previous discussion about the validity of the ranking, it is con-

cluded that lots of the rankings of hospitals are meaningless due to the uncertainty

of the ranking, especially caused by the variation of the volume of the hospitals.

As we show in the previous discussion, the hospitals might change their order by 9

positions, which means that the rankings of the hospitals can be dramatically influ-

enced. If these hospitals are warned or rewarded according to their rank, it can be

a quite unfair. In addition, the traditional ’one third’ criterion of the traffic method

is easily affected. And the ’one third’ criterion can not present the change when the

hospitals have improved their quality. Instead, we suggest to use chi-square as well

as the magnitude of the indicator to detect the hospitals we are interested in. We

also give a suggestion to modify the over-dispersion when there is over-dispersion

phenomenon in the data. The number of hospitals in each color group is not a con-

stant, which can be changed according to the chi-square results. The new criterion

can be used to detect the hospitals that have a significant difference with the na-

tional level. Using this new criterion to detect the hospitals we are interested in can

be a choice when the public wants to compare or detect some hospitals with weak
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performance.
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